Two Powerful Prayers
The following are two powerful prayers that can help manifest, heal and remove
obstacles in one's life. Both prayers are available in Audio CD from Tybro Inc. Each
prayer is beautiful, peaceful and full of healing energy.
The Miracle Prayer (Ana B'Koach) is an ancient prayer written in Aramaic. Some say it encodes the 42 letter

Name of God. The 42 Letter Name of God is an ancient word of Power. This Name of God is divided into seven lines.
Each line can be seen as a DNA sequence that represent seven different types of energy. Each line, or sequence,
contains six words that provide Divine Energy for helping us to solve the problems of life.
Line 1: This is the most powerful line of the prayer, created to be concentrated upon in time of extreme stress or
danger; the DNA sequence of power to provide sustenance in a time of dire need.
Line 2: Grants the user the power to move events and control negative forces.
Line 3: Empowers one with the ability to make the right decision, with the proper balance and compassion.
Line 4: Grants the endurance necessary to follow through and prove victorious.
Line 5: Provides the energy of deep insight, creates a form of clairvoyance that allows the user to see into the future.
Line 6: Gives the ability to find peace and inner strength.
Line 7: Grants the power of renewal which allows one to start over again

The Usnisa Vijaya Dharani
This is an extremely important spiritual prayer. This prayer was given to us by Lord Buddha. It has several
very special powers.
It can eliminate all evil karmic hindrances and eradicate the suffering of all evil paths. After the completion of
this exercise, the effect of evil forces is removed from the student’s soul.
This prayer has the power to liberate parts of the soul trapped in the clutches of lower entities.
This prayer eliminates any possibility that the student’s soul may end up in a hell-like existence in the next life.
This prayer liberates all souls who hear it from of falling into the sea of birth and death; samsara. The cycle of
physical birth and death is ended by repeating this prayer.
This prayer prevents the student from being able to commit an evil deed.
If someone hears this prayer even for just a moment, he will not undergo karmic retribution from the evil
karma and severe hindrances accumulated from hundreds of thousands of lifetimes, that would otherwise cause
him to revolve in the cycles of birth and death - in all kinds of life forms in the evil paths - hell, hungry ghost,
animal, spiritual realms, ghosts and spirits, mosquitoes, gnats, tortoises, dogs, pythons, birds, ferocious
animals, crawling creatures and even ants and other life forms.
Owing to the merits accrued from hearing for a moment this prayer, once this very life is over, the student will
be reborn in the Primordial World, together with all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. If the student chooses, he/
she may also be reborn in a distinguished, wealthy and reputable family on earth. Such are the merits of this
prayer.

"NAMO BHAGAVATE TRAILOKYA PRATIVISISTAYA BUDDHAYA BHAGAVATE. TADYATHA, OM,
VISUDDHAYA-VISUDDHAYA, ASAMA-SAMA SAMANTAVABHASA- SPHARANA GATI GAHANA
SVABHAVA VISUDDHE, ABHINSINCATU MAM. SUGATA VARA VACANA AMRTA ABHISEKAI MAHA
MANTRA-PADAI. AHARA-AHARA AYUH SAM-DHARANI. SODHAYA-SODHAYA, GAGANA VISUDDHE.
USNISA VIJAYA VISUDDHE. SAHASRA-RASMI,
SAMCODITE, SARVA TATHAGATA AVALOKANI, SAT-PARAMITA, PARIPURANI, SARVA TATHAGATA
MATI DASA-BHUMI, PRATI-STHITE, SARVA TATHAGATA HRDAYA ADHISTHANADHISTHITA MAHAMUDRE. VAJRA KAYA, SAM-HATANA VISUDDHE. SARVAVARANA APAYA DURGATI, PARI-VISUDDHE,
PRATI-NIVARTAYA AYUH SUDDHE. SAMAYA ADHISTHITE. MANI-MANI MAHA MANI. TATHATA
BHUTAKOTI PARISUDDHE. VISPHUTA BUDDHI SUDDHE.
JAYA-JAYA, VIJAYA-VIJAYA, SMARA-SMARA. SARVA BUDDHA ADHISTHITA SUDDHE. VAJRI
VAJRAGARBHE, VAJRAM BHAVATU MAMA SARIRAM. SARVA SATTVANAM CA KAYA PARI
VISUDDHE. SARVA GATI PARISUDDHE. SARVA TATHAGATA SINCA ME SAMASVASAYANTU. SARVA
TATHAGATA SAMASVASA ADHISTHITE, BUDDHYA-BUDDHYA, VIBUDDHYA-VIBUDDHYA,
BODHAYA-BODHAYA, VIBODHAYA-VIBODHAYA. SAMANTA PARISUDDHE. SARVA TATHAGATA
HRDAYA ADHISTHANADHISTHITA MAHA-MUDRE SVAHA."
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